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Everything in life
is memory, 

save for the thin
edge of the present.

Michael Gazzaniga
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A b o u t  t h e  P r o j e c t

A couple of years ago I gave myself the challenge 
of photographing forgetting. I wanted to make 
images that evoked the sensations of ‘brain fog’, 
absent-mindedness and faulty recall.

Remembering Forgetting emerged from a series 
of walks around my local area, noting memories 
that were triggered by what I observed. I became 
fascinated by the notion of memory slippage, that 
an abandoned chair could make me think about 
having missed someone’s birthday.

!e project evolved into a personal meditation 
on middle-aged memory; I became curious about 
the "ne line between forgetting just enough and 
forgetting too much.

I re#ected on the minor autobiographical facts I 
used to know but now cannot recall, and the lapses 
in momentary attention that prevent short-term 
memories even being formed. !e work became, 
perhaps paradoxically, about remembering the 
times I’d forgotten something.

With this meander through my own remembered 
lapses I want to shine a light on the intricacy and 
fragility of memory. I’d like to encourage re#ection 
on how a visual image or scene can trigger an 
unrelated memory, and of how forgetting is an 
invisible yet signi"cant part of life. I use the project 
to explore how human memory processes work – or 
sometimes don’t.

– Rob Townsend, December 2020

Remembering Forgetting: a meditation on middle-aged memory

Facing page: Leather Glove, 2020
!is page: Car Cover, 2020
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V i r t u a l  E x h i b i t i o nV i r t u a l  E x h i b i t i o n
!e art gallery you can visit from anywhere

!e project came to fruition at a strange time. !e original 
intention had been to secure an appropriate venue to host a 
physical exhibition of the work in the winter of 2020/21, but 
the Covid-19 pandemic threw its curveball and the world had to 
adapt to doing things di$erently. One of the key changes apparent 
in the art world was the move towards online presentation, from 
simple web galleries to full multimedia extravaganzas.

!e innovation that caught my eye was the virtual exhibition, a 
form of three-dimensional screen-based virtual reality experience 
where a viewer can navigate through a simulated gallery space. To 
me this captured the experience of looking around a real-world 
exhibition better than any of the alternatives.

Remembering Forgetting uses Art.Spaces, the world-leading 
virtual exhibition gallery software from the German arts platform 
Kunstmatrix.

!e virtual exhibition is available to view for a limited time at 
the project website:

www.rememberingforgetting.com

www.rememberingforgetting.com
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On a Tuesday morning in June 2017 I drove to a small town 
on the outskirts of Barnsley. I was working on a photography 
project based on revisiting places where I’d lived. I stopped in 
the car park next to the post o%ce, went to the boot of the 
car to get my camera bag, closed the boot and walked out of 
the car park and around the town for about 20 minutes taking 
photographs of my old stomping ground. On returning to the 
car park I was greeted by a worried-looking man who informed 
me that I had left my driver’s door open the entire time.

!is level of forgetfulness threw me somewhat. I could be 
absent-minded sometimes, yes, but this seemed new. I stopped 
at a cafe and googled ‘early onset dementia’. After a little research 
that day and a lot more afterwards I decided that my original 
self-diagnosis was probably overstated. I took a few online ‘have 
you got dementia symptoms’ tests and the consensus was that, 
while I am de"nitely on the absent-minded spectrum, I didn’t 
display the warning signs of actual dementia. To paraphrase 
one of the tests: not knowing what you went upstairs for is 
forgetfulness; not knowing whose house you’re upstairs in, well 
that’s a lot more serious.

I spoke to friends and family – of all ages, but leaning towards 
forties and "fties – about forgetfulness and collected anecdotes 
about their own memory lapses: returning from a dog walk 
without the dog; forgetting words (someone who misplaced 
‘sausages’ and had to ask for ‘meat tubes’); the person who found 

their purse in the fridge – that sort of thing. But I also started 
thinking about, and asking people about, longer term memory 
gaps: names, addresses – autobiographical facts, maybe minor 
ones, but things you absolutely used to know but now don’t. 
!e memory of it has just... dissolved. It soon became apparent 
that everyone has a faulty memory, everyone has examples of 
both short-term memory lapses and long-term recall gaps.

!e di$erence is: I started making a note of mine.

Once you start tracking your own memory lapses you realise 
just how leaky the human mind is. For a time I made a note 
of new lapses as they occurred, and after a while also started 
spontaneously remembering past ‘forgettances’. Usually while 
I was out walking the dogs and thinking about this whole 
memory subject, scenes along the route would trigger an oddly 
symmetrical train of thought: remembering forgetting stu$.

I wanted to "nd out more about how memory works – or,  
more interestingly, sometimes doesn’t. I became fascinated by 
neurological and psychological theories of memory. For example, 
did you know that your memory isn’t like a "ling system, or a 
computer hard drive, with memories ‘stored’ for retrieval? It’s 
much more like a set of interconnected ‘packets’ of information 
that your brain recompiles at the point of recall.

Each of your memories is constructed from component data 
parts every time you remember, and it becomes a mash-up of 

the past and the present1. It’s useful to think of the verb ‘re-
member’ as a kind of counterpart to ‘dismember’: memories aren’t 
retrieved, they’re reconstructed. And every time you ‘remember’ 
something, it’s like a photocopy of a photocopy of a photocopy, 
with the missing details "lled in by your present mind.

Also: there are di$erent types of memory failure, and people 
experience them all to di$ering degrees2. !ere are the attention 
lapses, where the important information doesn’t sink in at the 
time (‘in one ear and out the other’); there are reconstruction 
errors, where you temporarily fail to make the connections 
necessary for the recall to happen successfully (‘it’s on the tip 
of my tongue’); and there are the irretrievable data losses, where 
something that used to come back to mind ceases to do so (‘no, 
it’s gone’).

Perhaps the most signi"cant revelation from my research into 
memory is this: forgetting is crucial. We have to forget most of 
what we experience through our senses and retain the important 
bits3. Forgetting is the blank canvas upon which memories can 
be drawn, have edges, take shape. !e human brain constantly 
makes decisions about what to retain and what not to. It’s ironic 
that the average person doesn’t realise how much they have 
forgotten; their memory only tells them about the things they 
remembered. Where life gets tricky is when you cross the "ne 
line between forgetting just enough and forgetting too much.

1.  Whitehead, A. (2008) Memory: A New Critical Idiom. London: Routledge. p50
2.  Foster, J. (2009) Memory: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press. p25
3.  Shaw, J. (2016) !e Memory Illusion. London: Random House. p109

And so to photography. Much has already been written about 
the relationships between photography and memory, and there 
are untold numbers of photography projects that speci"cally 
interrogate ideas around memory. But most of these are concerned 
with memories, as in the contents of a memory system, not the 
system itself. Sometimes you’ll "nd a photography project that 
examines cognitive impairment such as dementia. But what I’m 
interested in is slightly di$erent: I wanted to investigate everyday 
human memory and how it functions.

I really only found one body of work that I felt addressed 
this, a series by Keith Arnatt called Notes from Jo (1991–95). !e 
work is essentially large prints of scribbled notes that Arnatt’s 
wife left for him over the years, knowing how bad his memory 
was: “Let dogs out before you go to bed”, “Don’t forget meat 
loaf”, “Dustbins!!”, that kind of thing. For me they encapsulated 
that level of quotidian forgetfulness that I see in myself.

With the Remembering Forgetting series I wanted to capture 
a similar sense of a slightly faulty memory, a perhaps exaggerated 
picture of what everyone experiences, sometimes. Researching 
memory and making these images hasn’t necessarily improved 
my memory, but it has reconciled me to the normality of the 
imperfect mind. I can now look at my own ‘forgettances’ in a  
more detached, knowing way. It makes me feel better, anyway.

– Rob Townsend, December 2020
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A d v e n t u r e s  i n  m e ta m e m o ry
On the enlightenment achieved by thinking about your own memory
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Memory is still remembering, 
even when you’re not using it.

Sometimes it comes to the surface
and sometimes it doesn’t but

the machine of it chugs on,
even if you can’t access it.
So if a door briefly opens,

embrace what’s inside.

Ian McMillan

!is page: Grimy Glove, 2020
Facing page: Flying Birds (excerpt), 2020
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